
1.1　Introduction
Over the past 20 years, more and more biracial children 

are being raised in Japan. According to statistics from the 
Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare (n.d), there 
were 1,047,524 babies born to parents of Japanese nationality 
in 2009, and of them 22,511 were biracial. Most of them 
had one parent who was either of Chinese, South Korean or 
Filipino decent. The numbers of biracial babies are likely to 
be even higher now.

For many mixed race families the desire to raise 
bilingual children is quite natural. But for many Japanese, 
the idea of raising a child with two languages from birth is 
seldom considered, since it is relatively uncommon in Japan. 
By carrying out this study, the researcher hopes that Japanese 
parents and educators can gain a better awareness of early 
simultaneous language development and recognize that 
although dual language acquisition is complex, it is something 
even non-native English speaking parents can consider if they 
understand what are realistic goals of simultaneous language 
development. In addition, Japanese educators should be aware 
and support dual language development since the number 
of biracial families is continuing to grow in Japan which 
means more and more children will experience learning two 
languages in a similar way before they enter school.

1.2　Case Studies on Language Development
According to Duff, case studies on language teaching, 

learning, and usage are common in applied linguistics since 
they can provide insight into the understanding of experiences, 
problems, “developmental pathways, or performance within 

a particular linguistic, social, or educational context” (Duff, 
2014, p. 233). However, case studies clearly can　not 
provide generalizations. Instead, case studies need to analyze 
subjects from different angles to gain insight into a specific 
case (Thomas, 2016). Thus, case studies have the potential to 
provide valuable information.

There have been numerous case studies on the second 
language development of children (Hakuta, 1976, Saunders, 
1988). Such studies have shown the challenges of recording 
and analyzing data of spontaneous speech. It is extremely 
difficult to record all the language that a child produces which 
means samples of language must be taken either randomly 
or focus on specific aspects of language or development. 
One area that has produced some interesting findings is case 
studies on vocabulary development of infants.

1.3　Vocabulary Development in a Second 
Language 

Previous studies have indicated (Pettito et. al., 2001) that 
bilingual infants can reach linguistic milestones at the same 
rate as monolingual infants. This means they can learn two 
phonological systems, two vocabularies and two grammars at 
the same time from birth. Naturally, you would expect these 
infants to be exposed to less input from each language since 
exposure is limited to certain times of the day, but input can 
be sufficient enough for dual bilingual infants to reach key 
linguistic milestones.

One study of particular interest by Hoff, Core, Place, 
Rumiche, Señor, & Parra, (2012) focused on American infants. 
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They found that the English vocabulary of bilingual infants 
was a few months behind their monolingual counterparts 
between the ages of 1;10, 2;1 and 2;6. However, their 
combined Spanish and English vocabulary scores showed they 
produced a total of 350 words at 2;1, which was similar to the 
total number of English words monolingual infants produced 
at 2;1. Both groups of infants increased from 200 words at 1;1 
(Figure 2, 2012), but for bilingual infants roughly 100 words 
were produced in each language at 1;1, and the vocabulary 
sizes for each language were similarly divided at 2;1 and 2;6 
(Figure 1, 2012). This suggests it is difficult to increase the 
vocabulary size of both of the languages a bilingual child 
learns to the same size as a monolingual childʼs vocabulary for 
one language.

The same study also showed that the mean length of the 
three longest utterances for balanced bilinguals at 2;1 was 
two words for Spanish and just over three words for English. 
However, monolingual infants at 2;1 produced slightly 
longer utterances; 4-5 English words (Figure 10 & 11, 2012). 
Studies like this one, have rarely been carried out on infants 
in Japan, and on biracial infants even less research has been 
published. Thus, this study aimed to reveal a biracial infantʼs 
vocabulary development focusing on words produced, word 
combinations, and factors that influenced the words that were 
produced.

2．Research Design
2.1　Research Questions

This study was guided by two research questions: 
1.　 How did her emergent vocabulary develop from birth to 

her second birthday?
2.　What factors influenced her early language growth?

2.2　Participant 
The participant of this study is a biracial infant who is 

being raised in a small city in Japan. For this paper she will 
have the pseudonym Kay. Her mother is Australian and her 
father is Japanese. She has no brothers or sisters so her main  
source of English input is from her mother. Her father is 
supportive of her language development, so they decided to 
use the one-parent one-language approach  (OPOL) since many 
researchers, including Dopke (1992), suggest it is the best 
way to raise a bilingual child. According to Romaine, with the 
OPOL approach “parents each speak their own language to 
the child from birth” (1995, p.185) which is the strategy that 
has been used in this study. This also means that Kay would 
be classified as a dual bilingual since she simultaneously 

started both languages from birth. From age 0;3, her mother 
returned to full-time work which meant that during the 
daytime she spent a great deal of time with her Japanese 
grandparents. Thus, her exposure to Japanese was far greater 
than her exposure to English from an early age. Due to those 
circumstances, English would be considered as her second 
language. Also like most infants, she would be considered to 
be an active, curious and friendly girl. Furthermore, she has 
positive relationships with all her family members and was 
particularly close to her Japanese grandparents during the 
research period.  

2.3　Measurement Instruments
Three methods were used for recording data: random 

audio recordings using a portable voice recorder, random 
video recordings using an iPad, and journal entries that 
included not only oral language development but also other 
types of development and experiences as well. Journal 
notes were mainly separated into general developmental 
achievements, first production of words, brief transcriptions 
of interactions, word combinations, and lists of favorite 
books and songs for each month. Notes were recorded when 
utterances were heard for the first time or were considered 
to be either interesting or typical for that age level. Also, 
recordings of words were not written exactly like the way 
they were pronounced, since this study aimed to focus on 
vocabulary gains and regular spelling was determined to 
be clearer for writing a paper that readers would be able to 
understand easily. Furthermore, audio and video recordings 
were taken randomly to record progress, but the main source 
of information was expected to be from the journal notes 
which continued regularly up to age 4;0 and more randomly 
up to age 6;1. However, this study only includes up until the 
month of her second birthday. 

2.4　Method of Analysis
In order to analyze the results, utterances from the 

journal, video recordings and audio recordings were checked, 
and a chart was produced (Appendix A). Comments were 
added for clarity. Only interactions to include in this paper 
were transcribed, but newly produced words according to her 
age were also added to the chart. The data were divided into 
several categories in order to sort the data into manageable 
amounts. These included: vocabulary development, occasions 
that encouraged vocabulary to be produced and important 
milestones regarding word combination usage. Also, her 
favorite songs and books were listed separately and in order 
of her age. 
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3．Results and Discussion
The first research question aimed to find out how her 

vocabulary developed from birth up to her second birthday. 
Basically, both languages started to be produced around the 
same time although the same words were not necessarily 
learned and used in both Japanese and English at the same 
time. By looking at Appendix A, it is possible to infer that to 
some extent in the very beginning the two languages acted 
as one language since there was very little overlap with the 
words that were being produced. A word from one language 
was rarely learned at the same time in the other language 
during most of the period that was recorded in the early stages 
for this research.   

At first, she practiced a range of sounds between the 
ages of 0;6 to 0;10. At age 0;10, her first English word was go , 
but it was used as go-go . It meant that she wanted to leave the 
bedroom in the morning. This seemed to be more important 
than saying mummy or daddy since mama  and dada  started to 
be used from 0;11 in the following month. Interestingly, her 
first Japanese word was douzoどうぞ  and this word started 
to be used after a visit to the local library. At the main desk, 
the librarian passed her a book and said the word douzoどう
ぞ , which Kay repeated and continued to use appropriately 
and frequently after that. 

Secondly, there was a dramatic increase in her 
vocabulary of both languages from 1;4 onwards. Around this 
age, she started to use two words together in English like long 
nose  when looking at an elephant and long neck  when looking 
at a giraffe in books. On the other hand, the first example of 
two spoken words together in Japanese was at age 1;7 when 
she said Sakana, takai ne 魚、 高 い ね in a supermarket. 
However, Kay did sing the first full line of a Japanese song 
which was Bunbunbunhachigatobu ぶ ん ぶ ん ぶ ん 蜂 が
飛 ぶ at 1;5, and was able to answer her age in Japanese, 
but not English. Furthermore, at age 1;5 another important 
vocabulary development was learning how to say the greeting 
konnichiwaこんにちは which she first used when she visited 
her grandfather in hospital. Yet English greetings were not 
regularly used until age 1;8. 

Interestingly, she started to say numbers around 1;6 to 
1;7 but used one, two, three, four, five, six  in English and 
used  nana 七 ,  hachi  八 ,　jyuu 十 in Japanese at first. 
However, she missed kyuu 九 among the Japanese numbers. 
By counting while walking up the stairs at home she gradually 
became able to count in both languages with no mixing at 

all. Also, colloquial expressions, such as oh no, yay, ouch, 
oops were all learned around this time. Around that age, she 
was busy developing new skills like drawing pictures of the 
Anpanman character, jumping, twirling around, learning to eat 
real food and potty training, which may have meant she had 
lots of opportunities to hear colloquial expressions in English 
at home around that time. 

At age 1;9, several changes occurred in her vocabulary 
usage. Firstly, she started to provide both the Japanese 
and English word at the same time so when she was asked 
“What is that?”  she would answer giraffe  and kirin キ リ
ン , but this period did not last long. Secondly, she started 
to mix languages in her utterances, such as Daddy, shigoto?  
“Daddy , 仕事？ ” since her sentences increased to three word 
combinations in Japanese and then in English, it may have 
created some confusion for her. Thus, at age 1;9, she started 
to code-switch between languages and seemed to choose the 
more familiar words as the basis for those switches. Code-
switching mainly occurred when she was at home speaking 
to either her mother or father, and it did not occur all the 
time. For example, while eating her lunch she said to herself 
Korewanani? Fish.. fishpoinaこれはなに？  Fish.. fishぽい
な . This was also observed at 1;11. While looking out of the 
window at home she said Dokoikuno?どこ行くの？  to two 
little birds in the garden. Shortly afterwards, they flew away. 
At that moment she said, "then there were eight."  using the 
same intonation as the way the line from the picture book Ten 
trick-or-treaters  (Schulman, 2008) should be read. Thus, code-
switching sometimes occurred as chunks of language from 
books. At a different time, she asked to watch a video again 
by saying one more time , which shows some utterances were 
remembered as chunks not only from books but also from 
spoken language. Those chunks of language were usually not 
mixed between the two languages.

At age 1;10, she started to add words to longer sentences 
that she had heard from picture books. One example Kay used 
while playing with her mother is shown below.

Mother: Brown bear, brown bear what can you see? 
Kay: I see a toothbrush  looking at me. (giggles)

By 1;11, she was using more and more complex verb 
forms in Japanese, such as ame, futteiru あめ、ふってい
る but rarely in English. Thus, Kayʼs vocabulary had steadily 
increased in English, but her progress in Japanese was clearly 
faster due to the increasing complexity of her sentences in 
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Japanese.

The second research question aimed to analyze what 
factors were influencing her vocabulary growth during the 
early years. Firstly, playtime language led to a major increase 
in English words spoken at age 1;0. For example, playful 
words like gotcha gotcha  which means Iʼve got you  in English 
were initially said by her mother when she caught her and 
tickled her. However, Kay soon used the words in the same 
way when catching someone. Also, Japanese playtime words 
were also used like inaiinaibaa!いないいない（ばあっ！）
which is the same as Peek a boo!  in English, but she probably 
used it more frequently since she heard inaiinai いないいな
い more often with her grandparents and on TV in Japanese 
and Peek a boo!  might have been more difficult to say. 　

Secondly, music played an important role from around 
the age of 1;3 and 1;4 and she had many favorite songs in 
both English and Japanese which can be seen in Table 1. She 
enjoyed listening to English songs, such as Head, shoulders, 
knees and toes, Baa-baa black sheep and Bear's now asleep  
which led to the acquisition of words like: head  and baa-baa . 
At the same time she also started to listen to Japanese songs, 
such as Ookinakurinokinoshitade 大きな栗の木の下で . 
At 1;4, she started to enjoy slightly more songs using hand 
actions and movement, such as Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, 
Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed  and Incy Wincy 
Spider . At the same time she liked traditional Japanese songs 
like: Tontontonhigejiisanとんとんとんひげじいさん , 
Musundehiraiteむすんでひらいて , Kyabetsunonakakara
キ ャ ベ ツ の 中 か ら  and newer Japanese songs like: 
Anpanmantaisou ア ン パ ン 体 操  and Oyatsutabeyotabeyo
おやつ食べよ食べよ , which she originally heard at the 
local community center that had weekly events for young 
children and their mothers to participate in. Such songs 
were downloaded onto CDs and played at home or with her 
grandmother. 

Also, by 2;0 she was starting to sing more and her 
favorite music group was The Wiggles which she listened to 
in the car or watched on DVD (2014). The Wiggles are an 
Australia band for children and they have been extremely 
popular among young children around the world. Their lyrics 
and simple catchy tunes enabled Kay to quickly start to sing 
words from the songs Hot Potato  and Toot Toot, Chugga 
Chugga, Big Red Car.

Thirdly, interaction with picture books that were 
regularly read at bedtime had an important influence on 

her vocabulary development and assisted the production 
of longer sentences. Some of her favorite books are listed 
in Table 2. below. From 1;3 she would actively look for 
the fish in Whereʼs the fish? (Gomi, 2006) and learned the 
word fish  from this book. She also listened attentively to 
Marumaruiroten「まるまるいろてん」 (Nakatsuji, 2015) 
and pointed to the colored dots when she was asked about 
the colors in both Japanese and English at age 1;4. By the 
time she had turned 1;6 she was also requesting the names of 
objects in picture books to be pronounced which shows her 
increased interest in learning words from books. However, she 
did not say all the colors before her second birthday.

Picture books not only assisted her vocabulary, but they 
also encouraged her to play with language and produce longer 
sentences. During playtime she used lines from books. One 
example was the book called Sometimes I like to curl up like 
a ball (Churchill, 2001). She said pigeon step, pigeon step, til 
I fall down  and (I go) round and round which were beyond 
her usual sentence construction level at the age of 2;0.

Finally, irregular outings and experiences also assisted 
vocabulary development. Being in new situations sometimes 
encouraged her to use Japanese words that she had probably 
heard frequently beforehand, such as konnichiwaこんにち
は at the hospital and douzoどうぞ  at the library. However, 
English words were not produced which suggests minority 
language words are difficult to be produced in such situations.

Table 2. Timeline of Favorite Songs in English and Japanese

Age
(yr;mth)

Favorite English and Japanese
Songs

1;4 Head, shoulders, knees and toes
Twinkle, twinkle little star
5 little monkeys jumping on the bed
Incy wincy spider
Oyatsutabeyotabeyo
Tontontonhigejiisan
Musundehiraite
Anpanmantaisou
Ookinakurinokinoshitade
Kyabetsunonakakara

1;7 ABC song
1;9 Nakayokuasobimashyou
2;0 Big red car (The Wiggles)

Table 1.　 Timeline of Favorite Songs in English 
and Japanese
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5．Conclusion 
Overall, this study shows that Kay ʼs vocabulary 

development went through various stages as she became 
increasingly aware that she was learning not one language but 
two languages. Barron-Hauwaert (2004) affirms that this is 
normal development for infants around their second birthday. 
In the early stages, she clearly learned and used words as if 
they belonged to one language and later codeswitched with 
her parents who were trying not to code-switch with her. This 
showed her awareness had changed.

Like the findings from the study (Hoff, et al., 2012) 
outlined earlier in this paper, Kay also started to produce 
2-3 word combinations in both languages before 2;0 which 
suggests her progress was typical for a bilingual infant and 
she also produced memorized chunks of language in English 
in an appropriate way. 

Finally, this study showed that not only interaction 
from her mother in English, but also a range of songs, picture 
books, and in the later stages, DVDs were important sources 
for developing her vocabulary. Also, encouraging output in 
English which has also been recommended by Saunders (1982) 
was essential. Parents and educators need to remember that 
providing sufficient input is necessary to lead to output, and 

stories and songs clearly can encourage infants to be creative 
and use chunks of language that they have learned. 
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Appendix A. Timeline of Kay's Vocabulary 

Age
(yr;mth) Examples of  Vocabulary/Sounds Used Comments

0;6 hu, bu, wa, ba, awa, aba, da, ga, na most frequent early sounds practiced
0;7 ma, gu, nain, leg most frequent early sounds practiced
0;8 manma, nen, bu
0;10 go-go  (first meaningful English word) used when getting up to leave bedroom

dada, nennen, wowo, maimai, yaya, most frequent early sounds practiced

0;11
dada, mama,  (second & third English words at same
timing)

starting to use meaningfully

nonnon, nya nya nya, red,
red, aba aba, jei jei, den den, baby most frequent early sounds practiced

0;12 douzo  (first meaningful Japanese word) started using it after a librarian handed her a book,
frequently used

1;0 gotcha gotcha  (casual way of saying I've got you  when
catching a child)

when mummy tickled her

doko doko, ah
banana (fourth English word - not with Japanese
intonation)

playing with food toys

inai inai (ba) (second Japanese word)
1;1 ps meaning oops and later octopus

chi meaning tea
atsu meaning hot
ochita not using meaningful
baa baa meaning bye-bye

1;2 bear meaning bear
me meaning eye/s in Japanese

1;3 appuru apple pronunciation was more similar to Japanese word

meow animal sounds while looking at books
head, baa-baa, shh-shh, words from English songs "head, shoulders, knees and

toes", "baa-baa black sheep", "bear's now asleep"

inaiinaibaa! words from opening song of NHK children's TV
program

ookii, touch Japanese song words "ookinakurinokinoshitade"
up when going up stairs

1;4 ana means hana  flower in Japanese
bo means booru  in Japanese
fish, panda, two, hot
long nose, long neck while looking at an elephant & giraffe first use of two

words together in English
1;5 book, baby, cold, carrot, two, knee, toe, ball

konnichi wa used when visiting grandpa in hospital for first time
bunbunbunhachigatobu sang first line of a Japanese song
ame, achi, kochi, issai

1;6 one, two, three, four, six repeats five
mamakite,akan, nana, hachi, jyuu

cucumber, wash, kick
blue, green, red, yellow and pink are known
unable to say all colors

happy (birthday) to you sings with daddy
1;7 one, two, three, four, five, six, nana, hachi, jyuu, twelve,

fourteen, sixteen
counts going up the stairs at home(no nine), counts while
waiting for milk, mixing languages while counting

watashi sings in song
ojiichan, obaachan
suika, sakana, usagi, kasa objects/pictures in books
gomennasai, sumimasen everyday expressions
tabete instructions in Japanese
cookies, shower, spoon, balloon, strawberry,
sunny, bubble, brown, chopsticks,  

used parents names to call them
akan, okaasann, akachan confusing some words
yay, oops, oh no, colloquial expressions
sakana takai ne using two words together in Japanese

1;8 fireworks,chopsticks, picture, crayon, rainy, trouble saying longer words
crying, purple, orange, circle, mickey (mouse)
busy, doing, quack
jouzu, mitemite, kore wa nani?

Kay: (inaudible)
Mother: Yummy Yucky
Kay: Yummy Yucky
Mother: Are you going to read it?
Kay: No, I read it. (moves away)

while looking at the book Yummy Yucky

toes and fingers, little kisses says words while looking at a book - Ten little fingers
and ten little toes

abcdefg, hijklmnop, qrs,tuv, wxy and z, happy, happy,
we will be...when we ab..sing with me.

sings abc song with only a few mistakes

hello, hi 　matane saying a range of greetings
1;9 mama, mummy

anpanman owaru yo using three words together in Japanese
kirin, giraffe  terebi , TV sometimes gives both translations of words at same time
daddy, shigoto? mixing only with the words mummy/daddy
kashite while playing with children
ookinakurinokinoshita starting to sing songs in Japanese

repeating words from TV programs in L1 & L2
1;10 babbling while looking at books and recognizing letters -

A,B,C,D, G, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, S, W, X, Y, Z

Mummy: Brown bear, brown bear what do you see?
Kay: I see a toothbrush looking at me.

uses words  related to pictures while looking in books

ochita said while sleeping
one more time asks to watch DVD again using 3 words in a row
motto kore shitai, ippai
What's wrong?, colours, black, orange
ichi, ni, san ieru? said to mummy
kore wa naani? Fish fish poina talking to herself while eating

a big one line from story book
I love you

1;11 jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way sings one line of songs
twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are sings with gestures

santa claus is coming to town sings with gestures
no bathtime, no potty, no diaper, no tea, no bed time enjoys saying no

white, cabbage, here you are, good morning, little, milk more interested in YouTube Little Baby Bum songs this
month

Looking out of window says "dokoikuno? " to two little
birds in the garden. Then, they fly away. She says "then
there were eight ."

complete utterances in each language but question and
answer is in different languages. Using language from
Ten trick-or-treaters  story.

akete, are?, shuppatsu, supuun ga iru?, koushita,
yooguruto, teeburu, genki

arinomamade line from the song Let it go  in the movie Frozen even
though she watched it in English. She had probably
heard the lyrics on TV.

circle, cone, heart, triangle, star, arrow, wet, rain
thermometer, tissue, what is that?
kanari tabeta ne said to herself after finishing dinner
ohh, stomachache when she had the flu

2;0 pigeon step, pigeon step, til I fall down copying lines from the book Sometimes…
7,8,9,10,11,  in English
(I go) round and round using parts from the book within her sentence during

playtime
moshimoshi pretending to use the phone
bikkuri shita
ame futte iru

Appendix A. Timeline of Kay's Vocabulary Acquisition
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Appendix A. Timeline of Kay's Vocabulary 

Age
(yr;mth) Examples of  Vocabulary/Sounds Used Comments

0;6 hu, bu, wa, ba, awa, aba, da, ga, na most frequent early sounds practiced
0;7 ma, gu, nain, leg most frequent early sounds practiced
0;8 manma, nen, bu
0;10 go-go  (first meaningful English word) used when getting up to leave bedroom

dada, nennen, wowo, maimai, yaya, most frequent early sounds practiced

0;11
dada, mama,  (second & third English words at same
timing)

starting to use meaningfully

nonnon, nya nya nya, red,
red, aba aba, jei jei, den den, baby most frequent early sounds practiced

0;12 douzo  (first meaningful Japanese word) started using it after a librarian handed her a book,
frequently used

1;0 gotcha gotcha  (casual way of saying I've got you  when
catching a child)

when mummy tickled her

doko doko, ah
banana (fourth English word - not with Japanese
intonation)

playing with food toys

inai inai (ba) (second Japanese word)
1;1 ps meaning oops and later octopus

chi meaning tea
atsu meaning hot
ochita not using meaningful
baa baa meaning bye-bye

1;2 bear meaning bear
me meaning eye/s in Japanese

1;3 appuru apple pronunciation was more similar to Japanese word

meow animal sounds while looking at books
head, baa-baa, shh-shh, words from English songs "head, shoulders, knees and

toes", "baa-baa black sheep", "bear's now asleep"

inaiinaibaa! words from opening song of NHK children's TV
program

ookii, touch Japanese song words "ookinakurinokinoshitade"
up when going up stairs

1;4 ana means hana  flower in Japanese
bo means booru  in Japanese
fish, panda, two, hot
long nose, long neck while looking at an elephant & giraffe first use of two

words together in English
1;5 book, baby, cold, carrot, two, knee, toe, ball

konnichi wa used when visiting grandpa in hospital for first time
bunbunbunhachigatobu sang first line of a Japanese song
ame, achi, kochi, issai

1;6 one, two, three, four, six repeats five
mamakite,akan, nana, hachi, jyuu

cucumber, wash, kick
blue, green, red, yellow and pink are known
unable to say all colors

happy (birthday) to you sings with daddy
1;7 one, two, three, four, five, six, nana, hachi, jyuu, twelve,

fourteen, sixteen
counts going up the stairs at home(no nine), counts while
waiting for milk, mixing languages while counting

watashi sings in song
ojiichan, obaachan
suika, sakana, usagi, kasa objects/pictures in books
gomennasai, sumimasen everyday expressions
tabete instructions in Japanese
cookies, shower, spoon, balloon, strawberry,
sunny, bubble, brown, chopsticks,  

used parents names to call them
akan, okaasann, akachan confusing some words
yay, oops, oh no, colloquial expressions
sakana takai ne using two words together in Japanese

1;8 fireworks,chopsticks, picture, crayon, rainy, trouble saying longer words
crying, purple, orange, circle, mickey (mouse)
busy, doing, quack
jouzu, mitemite, kore wa nani?

Kay: (inaudible)
Mother: Yummy Yucky
Kay: Yummy Yucky
Mother: Are you going to read it?
Kay: No, I read it. (moves away)

while looking at the book Yummy Yucky

toes and fingers, little kisses says words while looking at a book - Ten little fingers
and ten little toes

abcdefg, hijklmnop, qrs,tuv, wxy and z, happy, happy,
we will be...when we ab..sing with me.

sings abc song with only a few mistakes

hello, hi 　matane saying a range of greetings
1;9 mama, mummy

anpanman owaru yo using three words together in Japanese
kirin, giraffe  terebi , TV sometimes gives both translations of words at same time
daddy, shigoto? mixing only with the words mummy/daddy
kashite while playing with children
ookinakurinokinoshita starting to sing songs in Japanese

repeating words from TV programs in L1 & L2
1;10 babbling while looking at books and recognizing letters -

A,B,C,D, G, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, S, W, X, Y, Z

Mummy: Brown bear, brown bear what do you see?
Kay: I see a toothbrush looking at me.

uses words  related to pictures while looking in books

ochita said while sleeping
one more time asks to watch DVD again using 3 words in a row
motto kore shitai, ippai
What's wrong?, colours, black, orange
ichi, ni, san ieru? said to mummy
kore wa naani? Fish fish poina talking to herself while eating

a big one line from story book
I love you

1;11 jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way sings one line of songs
twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are sings with gestures

santa claus is coming to town sings with gestures
no bathtime, no potty, no diaper, no tea, no bed time enjoys saying no

white, cabbage, here you are, good morning, little, milk more interested in YouTube Little Baby Bum songs this
month

Looking out of window says "dokoikuno? " to two little
birds in the garden. Then, they fly away. She says "then
there were eight ."

complete utterances in each language but question and
answer is in different languages. Using language from
Ten trick-or-treaters  story.

akete, are?, shuppatsu, supuun ga iru?, koushita,
yooguruto, teeburu, genki

arinomamade line from the song Let it go  in the movie Frozen even
though she watched it in English. She had probably
heard the lyrics on TV.

circle, cone, heart, triangle, star, arrow, wet, rain
thermometer, tissue, what is that?
kanari tabeta ne said to herself after finishing dinner
ohh, stomachache when she had the flu

2;0 pigeon step, pigeon step, til I fall down copying lines from the book Sometimes…
7,8,9,10,11,  in English
(I go) round and round using parts from the book within her sentence during

playtime
moshimoshi pretending to use the phone
bikkuri shita
ame futte iru

a song
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Appendix A. Timeline of Kay's Vocabulary 

Age
(yr;mth) Examples of  Vocabulary/Sounds Used Comments

0;6 hu, bu, wa, ba, awa, aba, da, ga, na most frequent early sounds practiced
0;7 ma, gu, nain, leg most frequent early sounds practiced
0;8 manma, nen, bu
0;10 go-go  (first meaningful English word) used when getting up to leave bedroom

dada, nennen, wowo, maimai, yaya, most frequent early sounds practiced

0;11
dada, mama,  (second & third English words at same
timing)

starting to use meaningfully

nonnon, nya nya nya, red,
red, aba aba, jei jei, den den, baby most frequent early sounds practiced

0;12 douzo  (first meaningful Japanese word) started using it after a librarian handed her a book,
frequently used

1;0 gotcha gotcha  (casual way of saying I've got you  when
catching a child)

when mummy tickled her

doko doko, ah
banana (fourth English word - not with Japanese
intonation)

playing with food toys

inai inai (ba) (second Japanese word)
1;1 ps meaning oops and later octopus

chi meaning tea
atsu meaning hot
ochita not using meaningful
baa baa meaning bye-bye

1;2 bear meaning bear
me meaning eye/s in Japanese

1;3 appuru apple pronunciation was more similar to Japanese word

meow animal sounds while looking at books
head, baa-baa, shh-shh, words from English songs "head, shoulders, knees and

toes", "baa-baa black sheep", "bear's now asleep"

inaiinaibaa! words from opening song of NHK children's TV
program

ookii, touch Japanese song words "ookinakurinokinoshitade"
up when going up stairs

1;4 ana means hana  flower in Japanese
bo means booru  in Japanese
fish, panda, two, hot
long nose, long neck while looking at an elephant & giraffe first use of two

words together in English
1;5 book, baby, cold, carrot, two, knee, toe, ball

konnichi wa used when visiting grandpa in hospital for first time
bunbunbunhachigatobu sang first line of a Japanese song
ame, achi, kochi, issai

1;6 one, two, three, four, six repeats five
mamakite,akan, nana, hachi, jyuu

cucumber, wash, kick
blue, green, red, yellow and pink are known
unable to say all colors

happy (birthday) to you sings with daddy
1;7 one, two, three, four, five, six, nana, hachi, jyuu, twelve,

fourteen, sixteen
counts going up the stairs at home(no nine), counts while
waiting for milk, mixing languages while counting

watashi sings in song
ojiichan, obaachan
suika, sakana, usagi, kasa objects/pictures in books
gomennasai, sumimasen everyday expressions
tabete instructions in Japanese
cookies, shower, spoon, balloon, strawberry,
sunny, bubble, brown, chopsticks,  

used parents names to call them
akan, okaasann, akachan confusing some words
yay, oops, oh no, colloquial expressions
sakana takai ne using two words together in Japanese

1;8 fireworks,chopsticks, picture, crayon, rainy, trouble saying longer words
crying, purple, orange, circle, mickey (mouse)
busy, doing, quack
jouzu, mitemite, kore wa nani?

Kay: (inaudible)
Mother: Yummy Yucky
Kay: Yummy Yucky
Mother: Are you going to read it?
Kay: No, I read it. (moves away)

while looking at the book Yummy Yucky

toes and fingers, little kisses says words while looking at a book - Ten little fingers
and ten little toes

abcdefg, hijklmnop, qrs,tuv, wxy and z, happy, happy,
we will be...when we ab..sing with me.

sings abc song with only a few mistakes

hello, hi 　matane saying a range of greetings
1;9 mama, mummy

anpanman owaru yo using three words together in Japanese
kirin, giraffe  terebi , TV sometimes gives both translations of words at same time
daddy, shigoto? mixing only with the words mummy/daddy
kashite while playing with children
ookinakurinokinoshita starting to sing songs in Japanese

repeating words from TV programs in L1 & L2
1;10 babbling while looking at books and recognizing letters -

A,B,C,D, G, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, S, W, X, Y, Z

Mummy: Brown bear, brown bear what do you see?
Kay: I see a toothbrush looking at me.

uses words  related to pictures while looking in books

ochita said while sleeping
one more time asks to watch DVD again using 3 words in a row
motto kore shitai, ippai
What's wrong?, colours, black, orange
ichi, ni, san ieru? said to mummy
kore wa naani? Fish fish poina talking to herself while eating

a big one line from story book
I love you

1;11 jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way sings one line of songs
twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are sings with gestures

santa claus is coming to town sings with gestures
no bathtime, no potty, no diaper, no tea, no bed time enjoys saying no

white, cabbage, here you are, good morning, little, milk more interested in YouTube Little Baby Bum songs this
month

Looking out of window says "dokoikuno? " to two little
birds in the garden. Then, they fly away. She says "then
there were eight ."

complete utterances in each language but question and
answer is in different languages. Using language from
Ten trick-or-treaters  story.

akete, are?, shuppatsu, supuun ga iru?, koushita,
yooguruto, teeburu, genki

arinomamade line from the song Let it go  in the movie Frozen even
though she watched it in English. She had probably
heard the lyrics on TV.

circle, cone, heart, triangle, star, arrow, wet, rain
thermometer, tissue, what is that?
kanari tabeta ne said to herself after finishing dinner
ohh, stomachache when she had the flu

2;0 pigeon step, pigeon step, til I fall down copying lines from the book Sometimes…
7,8,9,10,11,  in English
(I go) round and round using parts from the book within her sentence during

playtime
moshimoshi pretending to use the phone
bikkuri shita
ame futte iru
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